WHAT’S HAPPENING ?

ROOM 5 YEAR 2

Here we are nearing the end of another busy, fun and
interesting term in Room 5
Year 2 with Mrs Morris.
We enjoyed learning about
life on a farm when we went
on our term excursion to
Kiara Farm, listened to the
important safety messages
from the Constable Care puppet play during our school
incursion and worked sensibly in groups with Room 3
discussing being “Wary on the Web”. We also performed
“Tiddalick the Frog” with Room 9 at our school assembly. Our
costumes were amazing thanks to
the parents and we had fun
performing in front of everyone.
After the assembly we had a great
picnic with our family and friends.
In the junior play area we have built
up a great “Woody Kitchen Café”
complete with a drive through for the
scooters to pick up a lunch time milo
and there are now trucks, tractors
and front-end loaders in the sandpit
for more creative play.

The classroom Science corner
displays our bottled mini water
cycles and different cereals that
are grown on a farm. We have
really enjoyed using the electronic
computer microscopes in the
library to look at the amazing detail of shells, skin, nuts,
grains and even an eyeball!
We are learning a lot working
in Math learning Centres –
measuring, graphing, weighing,
constructing, working out
puzzles, using the calculators,
computers, money games and
timers. Spelling learning
centres also offer challenges. These
activities add fun to learning and by
working with different friends we
develop an understanding of the
importance of sharing and cooperating.
When available, Mr Judd our School Chaplin comes into our
class to assist with PATHS activities and also reads us Paul
Jennings stories. Mr Judd makes us laugh with his big reading
voice and funny expressions.

In Journal writing we get to choose our own topics! Some
children choose to write narratives, songs, poems and even
stories with weekly chapters. We like reading our work to
other classes.
Our latest activity has been making friendship rocks which we
will hide in the Kindy/Preprimary area. It has been
exciting painting and
decorating the rocks but we
think it will be even more
exciting watching the children
find them!!
The holidays are almost here so we have a “Holiday Pack” of
fun things to do and collect over the 2 weeks. We will all be
looking forward to hearing about everyone’s holiday and
welcoming Mrs Margraf as our Monday teacher in Term 3.

